Scandinavian nature on a roll
– Eco Wallpaper launches its Nature collection
Mist-clad mountains that soar in the living room, light green leaves that spring up behind the
bed, and soft geometric wood surfaces that line the walls with a natural stillness.
“We live high-paced lives, which makes it nice to come home to an environment where we can
enjoy some peace and quiet and recharge our batteries in the same way that we would out in
nature,” says Noomi Spange, Designer at Eco Wallpaper.

Eco Nature is a feathery light, naturally playful Scandinavian collection produced through
painstaking craftsmanship.
“Nature is always very present in my design process, and I often take strength and inspiration
from forests and the countryside. When working on this collection, I got even closer to nature,
working with small details that have come to play a large role in the patterns,” says Spange.
Nature’s small wonders have a clear place in the collection. Expansive misty mountains, slender
elm leaves, light feathers and marbled walls: Eco Nature brings Scandinavian nature combined
with new, exciting and urban elements to the forefront.
“The designs will fit in well in tranquil, rural homes, but will also work as a contrast in modern
urban apartments,” concludes Spange.

Eco Nature consists of 14 patterns in several different colour schemes; a total of 36 items to be
launched at the start of January 2017.
Images and press material
High-resolution images and press material are available to download from the image bank, which
you can find at www.eco.se. User name: ecobtpress, and password: ecobtpress.
For further information or samples of wallpapers for photographic purposes, please
contact:
Monica Södermalm, e-mail: monica.sodermalm@wallvision.se
Claudia Nilsson, e-mail claudia.nilsson@wallvision.se
About Eco Wallpaper
Eco Wallpaper is Scandinavia’s oldest wallpaper brand and has been designing, producing and
selling modern interior design products since 1844. Our design studio and production facilities
are located in Sweden, but our wallpapers are sold throughout the world.
For more information, visit www.eco.se

